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An online encyclopedia article that provides background information on global
warming.
Google Web Basic Search


To find an online encyclopedia article that provided background to global warming,
the Google Basic Search tool was used.
 The search terms used were: background information “global warming”
 The search techniques applied in the above search terms were default Boolean AND
in background information “global warming” as well as phrase searching in “global
warming” so that the words appeared together in the results produced.
 The above search strategies and techniques produced a total of 86,900,000 results
which consisted of all sorts of articles from journals, science websites and
encyclopedias.
 The information that I was looking for was present in two online encyclopedia
articles on the first page of results but one was more appropriate than the other thus I
managed to find a fitting article.
global warming. (2012). Retrieved September 29, 2012, from Encyclopedia Britannica:
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/235402/global-warming
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A governmental website that presents empirical evidence of global warming.
Google Web Advanced Search





To retrieve a governmental website that presented empirical evidence of global
warming, the Google Web Advanced Search tool was used.
Under the Advanced Search Technique “All these words:” the keyword empirical
was typed to imply the Boolean AND operator. Under the technique “this exact
word or phrase”, the keywords global warming were typed to imply phrase
searching so that both words appeared together. Under “Any of these words” the
keywords evidence facts were typed to imply the Boolean OR operator so that either
term could be a part of the results.
The above techniques produced a total of 541,000 results majority of which were
from commercial or organizational sites. The information that I was looking for was
not part of these results hence the strategy needed revision.

Revised Strategy
 To get the required information, the initial Google Web Advanced Search strategies
were revised.
 Under the Advanced Search Technique “All these words:” the keyword empirical
was typed to imply the Boolean AND operator. Under the technique “this exact
word or phrase”, the keywords global warming were typed to imply phrase
searching. Under “Any of these words” the keywords evidence facts were typed to
imply the Boolean OR operator. Additionally, the site or domain option was used to
imply limiters whereby the .gov domain was entered to limit the search results to
governmental websites only.
 This revised technique produced a narrowed down total of 14,800 results, all of
which were from government websites. Hence, the appropriate website was found
and the required information could be retrieved.
Citation

Hansen, J. et al. (n.d.). Global warming in the 21st century: An alternative scenario.
Retrieved September 29, 2012, from National Aeronautics and Space Administartion:
http://www.giss.nasa.gov/research/features/200111_altscenario/
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An online magazine article that presents a controversial perspective on global warming.
Dogpile


To find an online magazine article presenting a controversial perspective about
global warming, the meta-search engine Dogpile was used.
 The search terms used were: magazine article controvers* perspective “global
warming”.
 These search terms employed the techniques of default Boolean AND operator,
truncation in controvers* to allow for different endings to the word and phrase
searching in “global warming” so that the words appeared together in all articles.
 These techniques retrieved numerous results with 10 results displayed on each page.
However, the information being looked for was not found in the results displayed.
Hence, there was a need to revise the search strategies used.
Revised Strategy
 To find the accurate information the initial search strategy was revised with the
Advanced search of Dogpile.
 The Advanced search box provided various fields. Under the field “All of these
words” the terms magazine article were entered. This employed the Boolean AND
operator. The terms “global warming” controversy were entered in the technique
“The exact phrase” implying the strategy of phrase searching. The terms
perspective debate were written under “Any of these words”, employing the
strategy of Boolean OR. The Boolean NOT operator was employed in the technique
“ None of these words” where the term journal was used to make sure all results
retrieved only contained magazine articles and NOT journal articles.
 This revised strategy produced numerous results, majority of which were magazine
articles. Hence, I managed to find an appropriate article presenting controversial
views on global warming.
Is global warming real? (2012). Retrieved September 29, 2012, from National Geographic:
http://environment.nationalgeographic.com/environment/global-warming/gw-real/
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An online news article about the impact of global warming on low lying Pacific Island
Countries
Bing


To find an online news article on the effect of global warming on low lying Pacific
islands, the search engine Bing was used.
 The keywords news article “global warming” impact low lying Pacific Island
Countries were typed in the search box.
 The techniques used in the above search strategy are default Boolean AND between
the terms and phrase searching in “global warming” to make sure the words
appeared together in all the results.
 This technique retrieved a total of 10,700,000 results which comprised of articles
from all sources and most were not even relevant. Therefore, the search strategy had
to be revised.
Revised Strategy
 In order to retrieve more relevant results, the initial strategy was revised to the
following: news* article “global warming” ~impact low lying Pacific Island
~Countries
 The techniques used were truncation in news* to allow for different word endings;
phrase searching in “global warming” and synonyms for impact and Countries
shown by the use of the tilde (~) symbol.
 This strategy produced a total of 10,800,000 results, which was greater than the
initial strategy and consisted of more newspaper articles. The information resource
that I required was found on the first page of results.
Adams, J. (2007, May 3). Rising sea levels threaten small Pacific island nations. Retrieved
September 29, 2012, from The New York Times:
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/05/03/world/asia/03iht-pacific.2.5548184.html
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